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64% (7)36% (4)5.265.105.424.905.424.935.6434%11Overall effective course7
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It was on campus but i wanted online

Question: Other comments: Distance Learning

I do better with online classes so i can learn at my own pace and not pay the gas to drive all the way to the U. So i switched to an online course.

Question: Further comments about scheduling

Flipped classroom. Enthusiastic professor.

Kelly is one of the most fantastic teachers I have had the pleasure of learning from. Whatever you're paying her, its not enough.

This class was great! Study materials were great, and homework related to tests.

The notes from Kelly's webpage were helpful. It was sometimes hard to do the homework problems in the book because we did them differently in class. Perhaps an
alternative could be to get problems from the teacher that resembles what we did in class.

Daily quizzes enforce learning of each topic, eliminating the ability to fall behind in the course. Doing those quizzes in different groups allowed for reminders and further
learning of principles in different ways through peers. The flipped classroom structure also was to my benefit as it encouraged exploration and learning before we even met
in the class setting and allowed for class to be full of clarification and help with questions.

Kelly is amazing

Lots of practice; lots of learning.

Question: Comments on course effectiveness
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